Kevin is an ABSOLUTE LEGEND. He’s a FLYING PONY! He can TALK! He has OPINIONS ON BISCUITS (Custard Creams are his favourites)! When he blows into Max’s life, things become completely EXTRAORDINARY.

Have a go at creating your own legendary pet, just like Kevin!

Describe your pet or your dream pet:

What is your pet’s name?
It might be an ordinary name, or you can make it more EPIC-sounding if you like.

How could your pet be legendary?
Maybe they’re a helpful hamster that does the hoovering . . .
A clever cat that catches criminals . . .
A gallant goldfish that does things beginning with G. Tell us why they’re extraordinary.

Draw a picture of them looking as legendary as possible.
You might give them wings like Kevin, or a jetpack, or whatever you think they’d like . . .

Share your legendary pet with us on Twitter and Instagram, just tag @OUPChildrens! Find out more about Max and Kevin’s heroic adventures in The Legend of Kevin by Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre.